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2 Introduction 
Secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) offers many benefits for digital asset wallet and custody 
operations, but the most important factors are the increased security, performance, and 
availability of operations that are achievable with customized implementations of MPC. This paper 
explores critical security, performance and availability features which are enabled and enhanced 
by Sepior™ Advanced MPC for digital asset wallet and custody platforms.  

 

3 Distributed Trust 
The vulnerability with centralized, single-party trust models, such as hardware security modules 
(HSM) or single approver schemes, is that all security and availability expectations are nullified in 
the event that this single-party is compromised. Such single points of failure can occur due to 
internal or external malicious actors, equipment or network malfunctions, errors in policy 
configuration or enforcement, or human made operational mistakes. A common question is how 
is MPC different? 

 

Figure 1) Contrasting Centralized vs. Decentralized Trust 

MPC distributes trust across multiple parties so that no accidental or intentional act to compromise 
a single or even multiple parties will result in security or availability failures. In threshold MPC 
settings, up to a threshold of t parties (out of some larger number n) can be compromised without 
resulting in the misuse or theft of sensitive materials such as private keys. 

Sepior™ Advanced MPC is a software toolset that implements cryptographic operations involving 
key management and signing which are highly customized for digital asset wallets. It uses a 
threshold signature scheme, which allows multiple parties to securely: generate public and private 
key pairs; use a private key to approve and sign transactions; and protect the private keys from 
theft or insider misuse, among other support functions. Models are available supporting 2 parties, 
3 parties, or more. 

An entire key does not exist on or become known to any of the parties during the entire lifecycle 
of a key. Instead, the key exists only in a distributed sense, residing in the form of key shares, 
which are locally generated, stored and used by each party. As a result, no single-party can be 
hacked or compromised to yield access to a complete key. This property eliminates the single 
point of failure vulnerability that exists with centralized trust models. 
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4 Threshold Quorums 
The default mode with a distributed trust model is to require all parties (2 of 2, 3 of 3, 4 of 4, etc.) 
to participate in approving a transaction and generating a signature. However, it can be desirable 
to allow for operations when only a subset m, of a total of n potential parties (2 of 3, 3 of 5, etc.) 
is required to satisfy a quorum for approval. This is referred to as a threshold quorum. While 
threshold quorum policies are commonplace in the industry, the enforcement of such policies 
often depend on simple business logic or trusted human verification and lack the rigor of 
cryptographic proofs and audit trails. Sepior™ Advanced MPC provides services for digital asset 
wallets to incorporate threshold quorum mechanisms that are cryptographically enforceable and 
based on distributed trust for institutional wallet use cases. 

 

5 Threshold Signatures 
Threshold signatures are a particular implementation of standard digital signatures. A standard 
digital signature is generated using a combination of specialized algorithms for key generation, 
signing, and verification. 

Sepior’s threshold signatures replace typical key generation and signing algorithms with an 
interactive Advanced MPC protocol, which runs across multiple approval parties. As a particular 
type of threshold quorum, the protocol uses a set of n parties to interactively generate an m-out-
of-n secret sharing of the key. 

The signing algorithm generates a complete threshold signature using the Advanced MPC 
protocol. The signature is generated when a threshold quorum of at least m parties agree to 
approve a transaction. As each party grants their approval, their key share is used to locally 
generate a partial signature. When at least m parties have generated partial signatures, the partial 
signatures are collected and assembled to generate a complete signature. 

 

Figure 2) A Threshold Signature is Generated With Quorum Approval 
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Since no subset of less than m parties can approve and generate a threshold signature, the 
requirement for a threshold where at least m of n approvers must be fully satisfied before any 
signature is generated.  

A common question is how is MPC different from MultiSig and what are the benefits? One major 
benefit of using Advanced MPC for threshold signatures, versus using MultiSig, is that it provides 
the enhanced security and process control of a multiparty threshold quorum with the result of a 
standard single signature. This results in higher priority transaction processing, with lower fees, 
and universal compatibility with virtually every blockchain and digital asset type.  

 

6 Fast, Flexible, Scalable and Secure Threshold Signing 
Using multiple parties results in the increased security as described above. However, computing 
in a secret sharing manner, across multiple parties will increase the transaction latency when 
compared to a single approver, single signature model. To reduce this latency, and introduce 
added flexibility and scale, Sepior’s team of world-renowned cryptography experts developed new 
class of efficient threshold signature protocols, for example SEP18H for DSA and ECDSA 
signatures as part of Advanced MPC. 

6.1 Third Party Reviews and Attestations 
Sepior has proven these protocols to be secure against a static, malicious adversary assuming 
an honest majority. The proof relies on no other assumptions than security of the underlying 
signature scheme. The SEP18H protocol has undergone extensive evaluations and analysis by 
independent and highly respected firms such as NCC Group, while other Sepior protocols have 
been review by CryptoExperts. 

  

 

6.2 Fast 
While security was the top priority of SEP18H, minimizing latency to maximize throughput was a 
close second. The protocol was first to implement the concept of pre-processing and partial 
signatures in a production MPC wallet to minimize latency once a transaction is submitted for 
approval. With pre-processing done in advance, each approver can individually grant their 
approval and generate their unique partial signature without the need to communicate with other 
MPC parties. The partial signatures are collected and combined to generate a complete threshold 
signature when at least m partial signatures are received. No iterative secret sharing processing 
is required, as is the case with most MPC implementations. 
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The result is an order of magnitude reduction in latency, the ability to generate a signature even 
while some or all MPC nodes are off-line, and the throughput potential for several thousands of 
transactions per second. 

6.3 Flexible 
In addition to supporting pre-processing, the Advanced MPC SEP18H protocol was designed for 
low bandwidth and low computational requirements. This means the parties holding the key share 
and generating the partial signatures can be hosted on virtually any physical or virtual machine, 
which we refer to as an MPC node. 

MPC nodes may range from mobile devices to cloud hosted servers. This provides the flexibility 
for one or more of the approver parties to be mobile. Such parties might be an executive, who is 
required to approve transactions above a certain level, or even clients who wish to hold a key 
share for a shared or hybrid custody model. 

MPC nodes used by the various approvers may operate online or offline, or a mix across the 
different approvers to provide any operational wallet model ranging from hot to cold, to warm or 
hybrid operations. 

Flexibility may also be defined in terms of approvers. For example, models may be defined where 
one or a subset of the approvers is explicitly required to participate in approvals, such as in a 
shared custody model. Others may be defined where any of the m of n parties may participate. 
This property makes the Sepior Advanced MPC wallet uniquely suitable for all custody models, 
including direct custody, sub custody, or shared custody. 

6.4 Scalable 
Sepior’s Advanced MPC has been designed for deployment on scalable execution environments 
in any public or private cloud or on-prem. Using clouds for hosting one or more MPC nodes 
provides the ability to massively increase the scalability and throughput of the threshold signature 
system. Load balancing across multiple Sepior MPC deployments allows systems to be scaled to 
peak transaction loads easily and efficiently, following cloud deployment best practices. 

6.5 Secure 
All of the threshold security properties described above are fully implemented with Sepior™ 
Advanced MPC. But with the added flexibility of multiple and different node types a common 
question is what happens if one of the nodes becomes unavailable, either through a denial of 
service attack, network problems, or other means? 

Sepior’s protocols implement numerous passive and active security measures including fail-stop 
mechanisms. The protocol detects when there’s a deviation resulting from an unresponsive node, 
such as a server crash or DOS attack and threshold requirements cannot be met. In such 
scenarios the fail-stop mechanism aborts the requested approval transaction until the situation is 
resolved – preventing a possible defeat of the security protocols. 
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Collectively, these properties position Sepior™ Advanced MPC as the industry’s fastest, most 
flexible, most scalable, and secure threshold signature services platform for institutional use 
available. 

 

7 Key Share Replacement 
Sepior™ Advanced MPC has been designed for real-world conditions where MPC nodes are 
deployed on machines that may fail or on devices used by individuals in the approval chain leave 
the company, lose their device, or change roles. In these scenarios, the key shares that are 
managed and used by the associated MPC node must be replaced. 

Sepior Advanced MPC provides the ability to generate new shares of the same key, allowing for 
a key share replacement or refresh, without changing the entire private key. This is an important 
feature as it eliminates the operational burden and expense of having to execute a transaction for 
every account associated with a MPC node and paying the related fees, as would be required 
when using alternative approaches. 

 

Figure 3) Sepior Advanced MPC Supports Key Share Replacement - Without Changing the Wallet Address 

 

8 Secure Backup and Emergency Recovery Services 
The distributed m of n nature of Sepior’s Advanced MPC protocols and key share replacement 
provide an inherent level of system resilience. However, these systems must also provide for 
secure backup and the ability to recover from disasters spanning from a complete loss of a single 
MPC node or an entire multi-node network, to the insolvency of a digital asset service provider. 
Sepior’s Advanced MPC supports both a Backup Service and an Emergency Recovery Service 
(ERS). 

The Backup Service is facilitated by creating a backup copy of a key share for each node. This 
key share is then encrypted and can be stored in a standard local data base, preferably 
incorporating high-availability. Each MPC node’s local key store is independent of any of the 
others which further reduces single points of failure. Any attack on, or the failure of an individual 
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key store, does not comprise the overall security of key materials and signing operations can 
continue without interruption. 

The ERS uses Sepior provided tools to generate public/private key pairs per each wallet that 
requires emergency recovery. The public key is used to encrypt all of the key shares in all of the 
MPC nodes related to the wallet. The customer is responsible for storing copies of the 
public/private key pairs and the encrypted key materials on-prem, in the cloud, or with a 3rd party 
recovery service provider of the customer’s preference. Sepior’s ERS tools provide the ability to 
synchronize backup operations across all MPC nodes and key shares associated with the wallet. 
This level of automation greatly simplifies the ability to recover assets in the worst case scenarios 
when hardware and software systems and service providers are compromised in arbitrary ways. 
In addition, when a 3rd party recovery service provider is used, it learns nothing about the keys 
themselves since they have been encrypted with the customer’s public key. 

When emergency recovery is required, the customer follows their process to regain access to the 
encrypted materials from their own cloud or recovery service provider and uses their private key 
to decrypt the keys and rebuild their wallets. 

9 More Information 
The rapid and continuing expansion of the digital asset economy across cryptocurrencies, tokens, 
stable coins, CBDCs, NFTs and beyond will place significant new demands on wallets and 
custody services. Sepior™ Advanced MPC provides the industry’s most secure, high 
performance, and high availability wallet and custody framework. For more information, we invite 
you to visit www.sepior.com.  


